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Abstract

This thesis aims to retrace the effects of a traditional local governance institution on contemporary 

development in Indonesia. In Indonesia, community decisions are either taken by means of 

consensus building among the citizens (in a democratic way) or by the local elite or village head 

(which could be characterized as oligarchic). Using data on the community level from the 

Indonesian Family Life Survey, we find that oligarchic decision-making is negatively and 

significantly associated with household consumption as well as the percentage of households that 

has access to electricity, which are used as indicators for local development. Nevertheless, concerns 

remain that the respective governance forms may have emerged endogenously to development 

levels in the past.
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1 Introduction

Institutions have been a prominent topic in development economics ever since the study of 

Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) that showed that extractive historical institutions affect 

long-run socio-economic development. Due to established causal link between institutions and 

development in the academic literature, large reforms were made towards "liberalized" institutions 

in various Latin-American countries in the context of the IMF conditionality programmes (Chang, 

2010)1. More recently, donor organizations and practitioners such as World Bank put great emphasis

on good governance on the regional level, in particular in large developing countries. Sizeable 

budgets are allocated for the improvement of local governance practices. In fact, World Bank runs 

various projects on democratization and good governance in Indonesia.

As good governance is currently such a big topic among donors and practitioners, it 

reinforces the need to establish a well founded causal link between institutions and development on 

the micro level. It is important to scrutinize what really constitutes good governance and what 

effects different governance systems may have on development outcomes. This is a task for both the

academic world as well as the research capacities within donor organizations and practitioners. And 

what if institutions that have been abolished a long time ago still affect contemporary development 

outcomes?

This thesis aims to retrace the long run effects of a traditional governance institution on 

contemporary development in Indonesian communities. In Indonesia, community decisions are 

either taken by means of consensus building among the citizens (in a democratic way) or by the 

local elite or village head (which could be characterized as oligarchic). This traditional local 

governance institution was formally documented and incorporated into the legal system (the so-

called adat law) during the Dutch colonization. The adat law refers to the customs of the local 

native population of Indonesia and deals with subjects such as land holdings, marriage and local 

1 The term "liberalized" institutions refers to institutions with a strong focus on the protection of private property 
rights and that maximize economic freedom.
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decision making. After Indonesia became independent in 1949, President Suharto formally 

abolished the adat law, however many aspects of this law are still being practiced in the 

communities today (Pal, 2010).

Preliminary findings of this thesis indicate that the traditional way of community decision 

making does appear to cast a long shadow on contemporary development in Indonesia. Using data 

on the community level from the Indonesian Family Life Survey (IFLS), we find that if a 

community would have traditionally been governed by an oligarchic regime instead of democratic 

rule, this results in an average decrease of household consumption of 11,4%, when controlling for 

all other variables. With regard to electricity access, switching from a traditional democratic system 

towards elite rule yields a decrease of approximately 9,9 percentage points in the percentage of 

households that has access to electricity. The said effects are statistically significant at the 10% 

level. 

However, the main drawback of this analysis is that we cannot fully control for reverse 

causality. Despite that democratic and oligarchic communities appear to be randomly distributed 

across Indonesian provinces, concerns remain that the respective institutions may have emerged 

endogenously to development levels in the past. The concerns would be valid if, for example, in the 

past wealthy districts with many natural resources and possibilities for development would have 

traditionally established a democratic way of decision making with participation of local citizens, 

whereas communities, with little opportunities for development, may been captured by the elite. If 

subsequently, the democratic communities have maintained their head start in development over 

time, this would result in a negative association between elite rule and development, however the 

analysis would not have anything sensible to say about the causal effect of governance on 

development.

Despite the fact that institutions do seem to matter for development, on a local level in 

Indonesia as well, before offering any policy recommendations to good governance programmes 
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from donor organizations and governments around the majority world, future research endeavours 

should focus on retracing the origins and background of the democratic and oligarchic governance 

forms. Joining forces with the fields of sociological and anthropological research will be 

indispensable for this purpose. Moreover, our finding underlines just how hard it is to change the 

institutional environment, primarily its unobservable facets, such as people's behaviour, mentalities, 

(equal) access to opportunities. Future research could investigate the channels through which 

traditional institutions affect development. Hereby, building upon micro-founded studies is deemed 

the way forward, as an interplay of different institutional factors can have different effects in 

different settings. Policy makers could make use of these results to alter people's behaviour and 

break the chain of persistence rooted in the institutional environment.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reveals previous empirical and 

theoretical work regarding the topics of institutions and development, in particular for the case of 

Indonesia. Section 3 presents the main data and reports descriptive statistics. The empirical strategy 

is explained in section 4. Section 5 discusses the estimation results, followed by sensitivity checks 

a.o. examining whether there are differential effects for varying levels of ethnic diversity within the 

community. Finally, section 6 concludes and highlights directions for future research and policy 

implications.

2 Theoretical framework

Previous research on institutions and development

Institutions have been a prominent topic in development economics ever since the study of 

Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) that showed that extractive historical institutions affect 

long-run socio-economic development. Recent evidence indicates that institutions are a significant 

predictor of international differences in economic development (Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson, 

2001; Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson, 2002; Glaeser and Shleifer, 2002; Rodrik, Subramanian 
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and Trebbi, 2004; Nunn, 2008). In a cross-country investigation Acemoglu and Robinson (2005) 

run a horse race between different types of institutions and show that property rights matter most for

development.

The current institutional economics literature suffers from the critique that the studies are 

mostly based on cross-sectional country studies that are in effect a very heterogeneous sample. The 

papers account inadequately for possible heterogeneous effects of a certain institution on 

development among developed and developing countries (Chang, 2010). For example, in the case of

a developed country, protection of intellectual property rights may fuel innovation and growth, 

while in a developing country it may hamper growth, as it cannot adopt and spread productive 

technology.

An emerging literature investigates the relationship between institutions and regional 

development (Banerjee and Iyer, 2005; Dell, 2010; Michalopoulos and Papaioannou, 2013). It is 

given that regions within a country are more comparable in terms of stages of development, so there

are less concerns on heterogeneous effects. As property rights are generally fixed at the national 

level, these papers generally focus on political economy type institutions embedded in the particular

historical experience of a country. The advantage of these studies is that the identification strategy is

well founded. This thesis also belongs to this field of study, as it will execute a micro-founded 

country study for the case of Indonesia. Now we will briefly discuss similar studies on the relation 

between institutions and regional development.

Do institutions matter on the regional level?

For multiple African countries, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) show that pre-colonial 

institutions have a long-run effect on regional development, whereby the latter is proxied by 

luminosity at night. They find that having a strongly centralized state at the local level in the times 

before colonization has a positive effect on contemporary development levels.
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Various studies investigate a similar relationship in the context of a single country, 

exploiting local differences in colonization strategy as plausible exogenous variation in the 

allocation of historical institutions. Both Dell (2010) and Banerjee and Iyer (2005) find significant 

effects of a land tenure system, imposed in the time of colonization in Peru and India respectively, 

on contemporary regional development outcomes. Despite that they focus on the same type of 

institution, the studies reach opposing conclusions regarding the effect of initial land distribution on

development.

Banerjee and Iyer (2005) examine the impact of a system for the collection of land revenues 

in India, which was implemented during the colonial time. The paper finds that the areas that were 

governed by a large landlord (and hence had a relatively unequal distribution of land) have 

significantly less favourable agricultural outcomes and lower public development expenditure 

nowadays compared to the districts where the British implemented a system with a more equal land 

distribution. The authors reach this conclusion by using an IV methodology. This methodology is 

appropriate as it deals with potential endogeneity bias, as the British could have allocated a more 

equal land distribution system to more productive regions, which could explain their advantage 

today. The authors argue that the population in districts with a landlord was more at risk of 

expropriation by the landlord, whereas non-landlord districts had a stable relationship with the 

government and a better enforcement of property rights and better state policies.

For the case of Peru, Dell (2010) examines the effects of a historical institution called “mita”

imposed by the Spanish while they reigned Peru, forcing certain districts to send a share of their 

male population to work in the mines. By means of a regression density (RD) methodology, Dell 

estimates that 200 years after abolition of the mita system, the population in the former mita 

districts have significantly lower standards of living compared to the districts that were not affected 

by the mita system. The non-mita districts had large landowners and little equality in initial land 

distribution. Nevertheless these landlords managed to secure the provision of public goods for their 
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district, whereas the mita districts struggled with little enforcement of property rights despite the 

relative equality in land distribution. It is unlikely that the mita districts started off with a 

disadvantage prior to the introduction of the system, as Dell shows that taxes paid to the Spanish by 

mita and non-mita districts were roughly equal, which gives an indication of the initial wealth of the

regions.

The discussed country case studies are strongly based on the particular historical experience 

of the respective developing country. The advantage of these studies is that the identification 

strategy is well founded. However the drawback is that external validity is limited as the studies are 

based on the specific experience of one country only. As we saw, opposing conclusions on the effect

of initial land distribution on development are reached. Above all, it could be the interplay of 

different institutional factors that determines how a region ultimately develops. In the case of Peru 

for example, in the mita districts the favourable land equality component was present, but property 

rights were less well enforced leading to subsequent adverse development in these regions.

These studies underline how vital it is to understand the specific (historical) context of an 

institution as well as possible heterogeneous or interaction effects. Therefore this author finds that 

building on micro-founded country studies is the way forward to advance knowledge in the field of 

institutions and development.

This thesis aims to contribute to the existing literature by conducting another micro-founded 

study on a large developing country. It will empirically examine the effects of a particular 

institution on contemporary regional development in Indonesia. It concerns a local governance 

institution, according to the traditions of the Indonesian native population, which was formally 

documented and incorporated into the legal system (the so-called adat law) during the Dutch 

colonization (Schiller, 1936).

The case of Indonesia
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After Indonesia became independent in 1949, President Suharto formally abolished the adat law, 

however many aspects of this law are still being practiced in the communities today (Pal, 2010). Pal

describes the adat law as follows (2010: 3):

“Literally ‘adat community’ translates to ‘autonomous’ groups of indigenous people who are able 

to manage their lives without knowing western laws and established their own regulations and 

social control. Adat laws are a set of local and traditional norms concerning marriage/divorce, 

birth, living arrangements of the elderly, inheritance and dispute resolution systems, land rights, 

gender role and decision making in the household as well as in the community, which lays the 

foundation for a collectivist culture. Adat livelihoods are often linked to land, water and natural 

resources, thus giving rise to a culture that is primarily rural in nature and where the ethic of 

mutual co-operation has been of paramount importance. There are also penalties for breaking the 

traditional laws which may range from advisory talk to imposing fine/penalty, being isolated or 

even moved out of the community.”

Spyer (1996) finds that post-independence the central government gave decreasing importance to 

the adat law over time, resulting in conflicts at local level between the local government that follow 

the central government's orders and the villagers that want to follow the traditional laws.

According to the adat law, community decisions are either taken by means of consensus 

building among the citizens (in a democratic/egalitarian way) or by the local elite or village head 

(which could be characterized as oligarchic). Various empirical studies have been conducted that 

investigate the Indonesian local governance systems. Bandiera and Levy (2011) examine the effect 

of these local governance forms in Indonesia by analysing whether political outcomes in local 

democracies are determined by the preferences of the median agents or the wealthy elites. Their 

analysis shows that when individuals have different preferences (here captured by different 
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ethnicities), democratic policy outcomes reflect more the preferences of the elites, rather than the 

preferences of the poor majority.

Furthermore Pal and Roy (2010) study the democratic and oligarchic governance forms in 

the context of the effects of the post-independence fiscal decentralization process2. They find that 

fiscal decentralization promoted development mostly in communities which changed from elite rule

towards free and fair elections. Hereby, the researchers study recent changes in the local governance

form over the 1997 and 2007 period, while this thesis compares the traditional (adat) governance 

form to the contemporary one in 1997, so we look at changes over a much longer period.

Both Bandiera and Levy (2011) and Pal and Roy (2010) utilize the IFLS data on local 

governance but do not establish the link between the adat governance institution and development. 

This thesis will asses how the historical governance system may impact contemporary development,

which could be a very relevant factor given the previously discussed findings of Banerjee and Iyer 

(2005) and Dell (2010).

A political economy approach

McCulloch and Malesky (2011) examine the link between local governance and sub-national 

development in Indonesia. Hereby they define local governance as the quality of the business 

environment as perceived by local firms. McCulloch and Malesky find no statistically significant 

association between governance and district level growth in their regressions. They offer various 

explanations for this result, among others that good policies (such as reliability of electricity) matter

more for development than good governance. However another possibility they report is that 

structural variables embedded in the local environment, such as the presence of natural resources, 

may simultaneously determine the quality of local governance as well as development outcomes.

2 Pal and Roy (2010) define local governance as the decision making method by which the new village head is 
chosen. This can either be by voting or consensus building (democratic) or by the local institutions (oligarchic). This
differs from our definition of local governance, as this thesis focuses on decision-making on issues of community 
importance (so matters beyond the selection of a new village head).
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The researchers explore this empirically by investigating the deeper determinants of good 

governance and find indeed that several socio-economic variables have significant effects on the 

quality of governance. For example, natural resource endowed districts naturally tend to have more 

land conflicts, while rent-seeking (corruption) is largely determined by the wealth of the district as 

well as the number of inhabitants.

As the local political economy appears to play a large role in the institutions and 

development relationship, this thesis will focus on a local governance institution that actually 

captures the dimensions of power (the making of decisions of community importance). Therefore it 

will fill an important knowledge gap in the current institutional economics literature on Indonesia. 

Above all this thesis aims to make a valuable contribute to the currently heatedly debated topic 

among donor organization and practitioners on good governance practices and its expected effects 

on development.

3 Data

We use cross-sectional data for our analysis collected from the Indonesian Family Life Survey 

(IFLS). The sample is representative of about 83% of the Indonesian population and contains over 

30.000 individuals living in 13 of the 27 provinces in the country (Frankenberg and Thomas, 2000). 

A visual representation of the IFLS provinces can be found in Figure 1 below. We have data on 242 

communities, a community in Indonesia being a village or an administrative unit (neighbourhood) 

within a city. The data are gathered in 1997. 
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Figure 1: Map of Indonesian Family Life Survey provinces

Source: http://www.rand.org/labor/FLS/IFLS.html

Our main variable of interest is the way of the community is governed according to the traditional 

adat law. This captured by the following question from IFLS: “In deciding about issues of 

community importance (like construction, celebrations), what policy is used to make decisions?”. 

Five response were possible: voting, consensus building, decided by local elite, decided by local 

institutions and other. Following Bandiera and Levy (2011), we classified consensus building and 

voting as democratic forms of governance, whereas decisions by the local elite or institutions (i.e. 

the village heads) are considered oligarchic governance systems3. 

Throughout this thesis, the terms democratic or oligarchic community refers to the 

traditional way of governance, which does not necessarily have to be the same as the contemporary 

governance form.  Also the terms "democratic" and "egalitarian" will be used interchangibly. The 

same applies to the terms "oligarchic" and "elite rule". 

Some communities have made transitions to a different governance system over time. We 

will discuss this development and its implications in more detail below.

3 For communities that indicated the category “other” form of governance, we cannot determine whether they have 
democratic or oligarchic rule. Therefore they have been excluded from the analysis. It concerns two communities in 
total.
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Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the variables collected for the analysis and 

indicates any significant differences between democratically ruled communities and communities 

that have an oligarchic governance system. Democratic villages have slightly higher average 

household consumption than oligarchic communities but the difference is not statistically 

significant. Household consumption data is in Rupiah and is normalized to Jakarta prices in order to

make regional expenditure data comparable (Frankenberg and Thomas, 2000). Nevertheless this 

remains an imperfect measure of household consumption due to the small number of households per

community. This implies that this variable is likely to be plagued by some degree of measurement 

error. Therefore we like to explore other measures of local development as well. 

Alternative indicators for development are electricity access and recipient of IDT (Inpres 

Desa Tertinggal). The latter is a fund that is given by the central government of Indonesia to 

underdeveloped communities. In total 58 villages in the dataset ever got the IDT fund. Table 1 

shows that there is a statistically significant difference in the percentage of households that has 

access to electricity, which is essentially the provision of public goods. In democratic communities 

on average 84.1% of the households has access to electricity, while the same figure is 74,2% in 

localities that are ruled by the local elite or village head.

Other socio-economic variables of interest are defined in Table A1 in the Appendix. These 

include the average level of education in the community, the average level of trust and ethnic 

homogeneity. Indeed there is a great amount of ethnic diversity in Indonesia; about 65 different 

ethnicities are recorded as the largest ethnic group across the different communities. In nearly all 

communities the largest ethnic group constitutes more than 50% of the local population. However 

none of these variables display any significant differences between oligarchic and democratic 

villages.

A larger population size can be found in oligarchic communities, albeit the difference is not 

statistically significant. Democratic villages have on average 7969 inhabitants, whereas 
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Table 1: Democratic and oligarchic differences in socio-economic community characteristics

Variables Democratic mean Oligarchic mean Mean difference Democratic std. dev. Oligarchic std. dev Std. err. diff.

Household consumption 1640866.30 1278217 66148.79 740748.2 696139.60 105212.9

Electricity access in % 84.129  74.197     9.593*** 23.072 30.28  3.641458

Recipient IDT 0.244 0.227 0.017  0.431 0.422 0.062

Education level  1.801  1.804  -0.003 0.462 0.478 0.067

Trust 1.926  1.939 -0.013  0.454 0.425 0.064

Ethnic homogeneity  0.820  0.795 0.025  0.199 0.218 0.029

Urban 0.540 0.485 0.055 0.500  0.504 0.072

Geographical size 59738.57 54632.14 5106.438  335219.5  273340.9 46136.88

Average HH size 4.492  4.515  -0.022  0.758  0.853 0.113

Population size  7969.074  11693.35 -3724.275  14748.5 29845.02 2886.193

Population density 76.349 40.921 35.428 288.537  58.814  35.836

Mining employment 0.216 0.182 0.034 0.413 0.389 0.059

Persistence governance 0.898  0.833 0.064 0.304 0.376  0.047

Observations 176 66 242 176  66 242

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics for the data that is used to analyze the relationship between local governance and development in Indonesian communities. There are 
242 communities in total. Figures are rounded off to three decimals. Definitions of the local development indicators (household consumption, electricity access, recipient IDT and 
persistence governance) are discussed in the main text. Regarding the other variables, their definition is given in Table A1 in the Appendix.
***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
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communities ruled by the local elite report having a population size of 11693 citizens on average. 

This is consistent with findings from McCulloch and Malesky (2011) that indicate that a greater 

population size increases the possible rents and enhances the probability of elite capture. 

Despite the greater number of inhabitants in oligarchic communities, democratic 

communities can boost a higher population density on average and are slightly more frequently 

located in urban areas. Nevertheless, the aforementioned differences are not statistically significant. 

This also holds for local employment in the mining industry, of which democratic communities 

report a higher share. The latter variable aims to capture the presence of natural resources. This is an

imperfect measure but it is the best we can do given sparse availability of economic data on the 

community level. In total 50 communities report having local employment in the mining sector, 

whereas 18 communities rely extensively on mining sector as source of local employment and 

income.

There are 176 traditionally democratic communities and 66 traditionally oligarchic 

communities in our dataset. After Indonesia became independent in 1949, President Suharto 

formally abolished the adat law, however many aspects of this law are still being practiced in the 

communities today (Pal, 2010). The IFLS indicates which form of governance is used nowadays (as

reported in 1997). The variable "persistence governance" in Table 1 shows what percentage of 

communities kept the same governance system according to the local traditions (which was 

registered during the time of the Dutch colonization in the adat law) up to present.

In total, 88% of our villages is still governed nowadays according to the traditional adat law. 

Oligarchic communities are slightly below this average; 83,3% of these communities is still ruled 

by the local elite nowadays. However the difference between democratic and oligarchic 

communities in governance persistence is not statistically significant. 

Out of the non-persistent communities, 11 switched from democratic to oligarchic regimes 

over time, while 18 communities that were originally ruled by the local elite adopted a democratic 
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system later on. Hence the trend towards democratization is slightly more common. Descriptive 

statistics for the non-persistent communities (see Table A2 in the Appendix), show that communities

that switched from democratic to oligarchic regimes only differ significantly in the rate of urbanity 

from communities that switched from oligarchic to democratic regimes.

All in all, this indicates that there may be a relationship between the traditional way of local 

governance (which appears to be quite persistent despite formal abolition) and contemporary 

development. However there are some caveats, which we will discuss below.

Distribution and origin of the adat local governance institution 

One concern is that the governance systems may have emerged endogenously to the level of 

development in the past. This worry is reinforced by the preliminary findings of McCulloch and 

Malesky (2011) that suggest that structural socio-economic variables determine both the level 

development and the quality of institutions.

The concern would be valid if, for example, in the past wealthy districts with many natural 

resources and possibilities for development would have been captured by the local elite, whereas 

communities, with little opportunities for development, may have traditionally established a 

democratic way of decision making with participation of local citizens. If subsequently, the elite 

ruled communities have maintained their head start in development over time (e.g. because they 

have more resources that contribute to development), this would result in a positive association 

between elite rule and development, however the analysis would not have anything sensible to say 

about the causal effect of governance on development.

Regarding Indonesia, the academic literature on the origins and dynamics of the local 

governance systems appears to be very fragmented with case studies on particular places (see for 

example Schulte Nordholt and van Klinken, 2007). Due to time restrictions in the scope of this 

thesis, the author could not identify one united framework that explains the origins of the 
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democratic and oligarchic systems across all Indonesian communities. Therefore we will resort to 

an empirical exploration of the distribution of the governance forms. We will check if the 

communities with different systems are located in specific places or their distribution seems 

random. 

In the previous section we noted that oligarchic regimes are slightly more rural and that 

egalitarian communities are slightly more located in areas with natural resources but both 

differences are not statistically significant4. McCulloch and Malesky (2011) showed in their analysis

on Indonesia that rural places with natural resources are prone to elite capture and extractive 

regimes. There are significant differences in population size (see Table 1) but this is not a structural 

variable, since it may be endogenous to development.

To find out whether egalitarian and oligarchic communities are located in specific places, we

make use of a frequency table. The results are presented in Table 2.

The Pearson's chi-squared, likelihood ratio chi-square test and Fisher's exact test all concur 

on the absence of significant differences between the spatial distribution of egalitarian and elite 

ruled communities5. This means that their geographical distribution appears to be random across 

Indonesian provinces.

So preliminary evidence suggests that the different traditional governance forms may have 

emerged randomly in the past. However a better unified framework with anthropological 

background will be indispensable to ease our doubts on a possible emergence of institutions 

endogenous to historical development or at least endogenous to potential for development. 

Preliminarily, one could check for this with historical population density data as a proxy for 

development, preferably from around the time of the emergence of the adat institutions or at least 

prior to the Dutch colonization. In this way we could investigate whether the emergence of the 

4 The variable that is supposed to capture the presence of natural resources, is a highly imperfect measure, so it could 
well be the case that there is a significant difference in natural resources between oligarchic and democratic 
communities, however we cannot measure it  presently at the community level

5 Their p-values are 0.488, 0.398 and 0.504 respectively.
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democratic and oligarchic decision-making forms are in any way related to historical development. 

Above all, we should be better able to control for the presence of natural resources at the 

community level, as resources imply larger rents, which may attract extractive regimes.

Table 2: Distribution of democratic and oligarchic communities across Indonesian provinces

Province No. of democratic
communities

No. of oligarchic
communities

Total

North Sumatra 14 7 21

West Sumatra 8 4 12

South Sumatra 6 4 10

Lampung 5 2 7

Jakarta 7 1 8

West Java 31 13 44

Central Java 22 12 34

Yogyakarta 10 7 17

East Java 35 9 44

Bali 11 1 12

Nusa Tenggara Barat 9 4 13

South Kalimantan 9 1 10

South Sulawesi 9 1 10

Total 176 66 242

4 Empirical strategy

In order to compare development outcomes between democratic and oligarchic communities, we 

will be running regressions of the following form:

(1)      yc,i = α + γ Instc  + λ Xc,i + Ɛc,i
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whereby the dependent variable yc,i represents the logarithm of average household consumption in 

community c in province i. Also we run regressions with the percentage of households that has 

access to electricity as alternative development indicator at the community level. Inst reflects the 

type of the local governance institution in community c, which is a dummy variable that takes on 

value 1 if it is oligarchic rule and 0 if democratic rule. Hence the coefficient γ captures the effect on 

local development of having an oligarchic governance system compared to a democratic one. 

X reflects a set of other factors that influence local development as well, such as trust, ethnic

heterogeneity and average level of education of the population. Province fixed effects are part of the

estimating equation, since it may be the case that a large share in local development differences can 

be explained by unobserved region-specific factors. Ɛc,i represents the error term.

Our hypothesis is that democratic decision-making will have a positive influence on local 

development, as citizens have greater influence in decisions made to improve their well-being. 

However a more egalitarian governance may not necessarily be associated with more development 

as Dell (2010) showed for the case of Peru. Also endogenous emergence of institutions may be an 

issue, as discussed in the previous section.

A priori we expect a positive relationship between the average level of education of the 

population, and hence the amount human capital available, and local development. Also trust is 

associated with a higher level of development, given the prominence of social capital in the debate 

on local institutions (Narayan and Pritchett, 1999). It builds the foundation for economic 

transactions, consisting of cooperation, responsibility and reciprocity. Social capital is particularly 

important if formal enforcement of contracts is lagging behind.

We expect a positive relationship between ethnic homogeneity and development outcomes, 

as it is easier to build consensus regarding important community decisions and foster trust as the 

foundation for economic transactions when the community is more ethnically homogeneous6, 

particularly given the tensions between the different ethnic groups resulting from ethnic violence in 

6 Our current definition of trust does not specifically measure inter-ethnic trust.
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Indonesia in the 1950's, and subsequently after 1998 which corresponds to the collapse of Suharto's 

regime (Bertrand, 2004)7.

A greater population density reflects a higher level of development and therefore a higher 

household income and greater necessity for adequate infrastructure (electricity). We take the natural

logarithm of population density to account for the logarithmic relationship between the number of 

inhabitants and development. Also being in urban areas may be positively linked to development, 

leading to better infrastructure (access to electricity), but also possibly more poverty (lower 

household consumption) as cities may contain slums.

Local employment in the mining sector is supposed to capture the presence of natural 

resources. We would expect a positive relationship between resources and development. However, 

local mining employment is an imperfect measure of natural resources.

Some econometric issues

With regard to the methodology to asses the relationship between local governance and sub-national

development in Indonesia, we face various econometric issues up front. 

First of all, there have been some changes in local governance system from the adat period 

to today. As we have seen in the previous section, this concerns about 12% of the communities in 

our sample. This implies that reverse causality may be an issue, as the level of development may 

affect local governance as well. As communities become more developed and citizens get more 

educated, they may demand a stronger voice and stake in the decision making process, such that the

decisions will benefit them, turning the governance system more democratic in the process.

Nevertheless, we are able to exclude the communities that switched from one local 

governance to another over time from the analysis and remain our focus on persistent villages only8.

7 Suharto was Indonesia's first president. 
8 One may worry that persistent villages may not be truly persistent because they could have switched from one 

governance system to another and then subsequently switched back to the original adat governance form over time, 
all possibly endogenously driven by development. However, during the Dutch presence in Indonesia that lasted from
around 1800 until 1949, the colonizers particularly supported the native population to continue to be governed by 
their traditional laws (as discussed in Section 2). Switching of governance systems can nevertheless not be ruled out 
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This would justify using OLS to capture the causality running from institutions to development 

after the establishment of the adat institution. However, the relationship may still be  plagued by 

endogeneity issues, since the governance forms may have emerged endogenously to historical 

development like discussed in Section 3.

We will run OLS regressions for the entire sample, whereby checking if there is any 

significant difference between persistent communities and the ones that switched governance 

systems.

Another issue is that the control variables, used in the regression, may display an 

endogenous relationship with local development. This applies to trust, education and population 

density. Ethnic diversity may be exogenous to development given that there is no selective 

migration, however we cannot control for this due to data limitations. One way to resolve the 

reverse causality issue (other than using instruments), may be to use past (lagged) values of the 

explanatory variables and data on recent development. However, this is not possible due to data 

limitations. For the variable trust, the reverse causality problem will be exacerbated since we only 

have data on trust 10 years after we observe development.  Therefore, the resulting coefficients will 

be associations rather than causal relations, as the relationship goes in both directions. 

Finally, for the variable average household consumption, there is a large degree of 

measurement error due to small sample size per community. This may lead to bias towards zero in 

regression results. Therefore we will employ alternative indicators for local development as well.

5 Estimation results

The main estimation results are presented in Table 3 below. Since we are interested in retracing the 

causal effect of traditional local governance systems on development, it is vital to check whether we

can (partially) deal with reverse causality, namely after the adat institutions have been established. 

entirely, either during the Dutch colonization or after Indonesia became independent. 
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We cannot control for a possible emergence of institutions endogenous to historical development, so

there may still be reverse causality issues. 

Like discussed in the previous section, we have split the dataset into two sub samples; 

communities that are still governed according to the adat law (persistent villages) and communities 

that now have a different system than the one they used traditionally (non-persistent villages).

Table 3 reveals that regression results for persistent and non-persistent communities are 

strikingly different. Most of all, the non-persistent subsample has no significant results at all. 

Another striking result is that for non-persistent communities the coefficient on adat governance for 

electricity access is positive, contrary to the other columns. This means that for non-persistent 

communities switching from a traditionally democratic to a elite rule has a positive impact on 

development (albeit not statistically significant). This indicates that the dynamics for non-persistent 

villages may be different, most likely due to reverse causality9. McCulloch and Malesky (2011) note

as well that more development increases possible rents for the local elite.

The differences could be due to reverse causality or by chance due to the small sample size 

(29 observations). Since the results differ that much between the two sub-samples, this indicates 

there may be influence of development on governance form over time (i.e. after the establishment 

of the adat institutions). Therefore we will focus our analysis on the persistent communities only, 

meaning on column (1) and (3).

9 With regards to the dynamics within the non-persistent subsample, descriptive statistics indicate that there are little 
statistically significant differences between communities that switched from democratic to oligarchic regimes and 
communities that switched from oligarchic to democratic regimes (see Table A2 in the Appendix). However , the 
small sample sizes cause large standards errors. In particular, regarding the development indicators, communities 
that were traditionally democratic but later on established a elite rule, have a higher household income but also a 
greater likelihood of being a recipient of the IDT fund (for underdeveloped communities), albeit these differences 
are not significant. Hence we do not expect significant differences in the relationship between institutions and 
development for the sub-samples of the persistent communities.
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Table 3: Main estimation results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Log HH consumption Electricity access for HHs

Persistent Non-persistent Persistent Non-persistent
Adat governance -0.114*

(0.0608)
-0.390
(0.226)

-9.888*

(5.338)
8.159

(8.067)

Education 0.519***

(0.0434)
0.542

(0.531)
78.68***

(24.12)
65.07

(61.19)

Education sq -17.43**

(5.841)
-13.58
(15.94)

HH size 0.144***

(0.0165)
-0.186
(0.211)

Trust 0.0520
(0.0914)

0.347
(0.253)

3.232
(3.095)

11.03
(10.09)

Ethnic homogeneity -0.0941
(0.0990)

0.476
(0.564)

9.110
(7.216)

64.48
(45.81)

Urban -0.0590
(0.0573)

-0.857
(0.502)

11.27***

(3.389)
30.92*

(15.03)

Log population density 0.0262**

(0.0103)
0.129

(0.0755)
1.572*

(0.761)
-4.464
(5.882)

Mining employment 0.0393
(0.0866)

0.0440
(0.257)

4.002
(3.379)

1.730
(27.29)

Province dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
No. of communities 213 29 213 29
No. of provinces 13 11 13 11
Adj. R2 0.548 0.368 0.464 0.523
Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the province level to account for 
possible variation in variance within certain provinces. Also the regression includes province fixed effects to allow for 
different mean levels of development. There are no major violations of the OLS assumptions. The results regarding the 
assumptions of the OLS model for column (1) and (3) can be found on p. 35-39 in the Appendix.
***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

Table 3 shows that if a community would have traditionally been governed by an oligarchic regime 

instead of democratic rule, this results in an average decrease of household consumption of 11,4%, 

when controlling for all other variables. However this finding is not highly statistically significant; 

it is significant at the 10% level. Nevertheless we should keep in mind that average household 
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consumption may be measured with error, as it is based upon a very small sample of households per

community. Hence the true coefficient may represent an even larger effect than 11,4%, which would

result in a higher significance level as well.

With regard to electricity access, switching from democracy according to the adat law 

towards elite rule yields a decrease of approximately 9,9 percentage points in the percentage of 

households that has access to electricity. Also this effect is statistically significant at the 10% level. 

We cannot directly compare the size of the coefficients on the traditional local governance 

systems in column (1) and (3) since the development indicators are very different. One could state 

that average household consumption measures to what extent development has trickled down to 

most layers within the community, while electricity access essentially constitutes the provision of 

public goods by the local government. The results are fairly robust, as proven by a step-wise 

insertion of variables into the regression in Table A4 and Table A6 in the Appendix. Nevertheless, 

the found effects represent associations, because we have not controlled for a possible endogenous 

emergence of institutions.

Not surprisingly perhaps, average household size and education have a highly positive and 

significant effect on household consumption. The regression on electricity access also contains a 

squared term of education, to capture the statistically significant relationship between human capital

and the percentage of households that has access to electricity. It appears that the provision of 

public goods (i.e. electricity) increases with the average level of education in the community, up to 

a certain point when most households already have access to electricity. Thereafter the percentage 

further increases but at a decreasing rate.

However these coefficients represent associations rather than a causal effect since we are not

able to control for reverse causality. The same goes for (the logarithm of) population density; it is 

positively and significantly related to average household consumption and electricity access, 

however we will not interpret the coefficient, since it may be endogenously related to development.
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Contrary to the analysis of McCulloch and Malesky (2011) on institutions and development 

in Indonesia, we find little effect of the so-called structural socio-economic variables, like natural 

resources, on development. However we should keep in mind this variable may be measured 

imperfectly, as local employment in the mining sector does not adequately capture the presence of 

oil for example, let alone the quantity of natural resources.

Above all, we should keep in mind that institutions may have emerged endogenously to 

development levels in the past. Democratic communities may have started off with a higher level of

development and subsequently maintained their advantage over time, resulting in a positive 

association today.

Robustness 

One may wonder whether the effect of institutions on local development is the same for developed 

and underdeveloped communities. We have information on whether a community ever received the 

IDT (Inpres Desa Tertinggal) fund, which is given by the central government of Indonesia to 

underdeveloped communities. Of all persistent communities, 52 ever got the IDT fund.

Table A7 in the Appendix shows that communities that are currently receiving the IDT fund 

or that ever received the fund, indeed score significantly lower on the local development indicators. 

Household expenditure, electricity access and average level of education are much higher at 

"developed" communities (which never received the IDT fund), and the difference is highly 

statistically significant. Also, IDT communities are much more frequently located in rural areas.

To investigate whether there are heterogenous effects of institutions on local development, 

we divide the dataset into two sub-samples according to the criterium of ever having received the 

IDT fund. We examine persistent communities only. Again, we look at the effect of adat institutions 

on average household income and the percentage of households that has access to electricity within 

the community. The results are given in Table 4 below.
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Table 4: Hetergeneous effects across developed and underdeveloped communities

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Log HH consumption Electricity access for HHs

Developed Recipient IDT Developed Recipient IDT
Adat governance -0.0737

(0.0579)
-0.206
(0.158)

-6.499
(3.794)

-10.13
(11.90)

Education 0.500***

(0.0620)
0.623***

(0.120)
46.07**

(17.13)
199.8**

(84.05)

Education sq -9.469**

(3.859)
-52.59*

(25.23)

HH size 0.159***

(0.0262)
0.172***

(0.0554)

Trust -0.0208
(0.106)

0.184
(0.179)

0.288
(2.052)

7.714
(11.54)

Ethnic homogeneity -0.0134
(0.114)

-0.365
(0.295)

7.993
(6.338)

0.485
(17.52)

Urban -0.0906
(0.0637)

-0.0155
(0.132)

6.729*

(3.370)
27.93**

(12.13)

Log population density 0.0317**

(0.0138)
-0.00722
(0.0230)

1.636***

(0.524)
-0.271
(3.014)

Mining employment 0.0237
(0.0964)

0.0833
(0.118)

-2.149
(2.374)

34.57**

(12.08)
No. of communities 161 52 161 52
No. of provinces 13 13 13 13
Adj. R2 0.511 0.525 0.506 0.319
Notes: Robust clustered standard errors are in parentheses. Also the regression includes province fixed effects to allow 
for different mean levels of development. IDT (Inpres Desa Tertinggal) is a fund that is given by the central government
of Indonesia to underdeveloped communities. Definitions of the local development indicators (household consumption 
and electricity access) are discussed in Section 3. Regarding the other variables, their definition is given in Table A1 in 
the Appendix. Only persistent communities are included in the analysis (i.e. the ones that maintained the traditional 
decision making system over time).
***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

For all estimations, traditional local governance has become less significant compared to the main 

estimations with the entire sample of persistent communities in Table 2. This is most likely due to 

the small sample size. Despite the large standard errors, there appears to be evidence for a 

heterogenous effect of institutions on development among developed and underdeveloped 
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communities. 

One can note from Table 4 that the coefficients for local governance are much larger for 

(former) recipients of the IDT compared to communities that never needed the development fund. 

Perhaps governance matters more for IDT recipients, as it entails a large inflow of money from the 

central government. Adequate control over the spending of the money for development purposes, as

can be exercised in democracy, is vital to improve the well-being of all members of the community.

Another striking result is that suddenly the mining employment coefficient has become 

highly significant for the sample of underdeveloped communities with respect to electricity access. 

This indicates that the variable may capture some of the presence of natural resources after all, but 

the effects are different for developed and underdeveloped communities. For (former) recipients of 

the IDT fund, having local employment in the mining sector seems to contribute strongly to having 

electricity access for households, but the benefits do not manifest itself in the form of a significantly

higher household consumption10.

In the light of the ethnic tensions and grievances in Indonesia, another relevant exercise 

would be to check whether the effect of institutions on development is different for more or less 

ethnically

diverse communities. This is what we do in Table 5 below. Again, we only look at communities that

continue to be ruled according to the local traditions, i.e. the persistent villages.

First of all, Table 5 reveals that the interaction effect between ethnic homogeneity and 

traditional governance form is insignificant. This implies that there are no statistically significant 

differences in the effect of local governance on household consumption or electricity access, across 

varying levels of ethnic diversity. Albeit statistically insignificant, it is interesting to note that the 

effect of ethnic diversity on household consumption is opposite across democratic and elite ruled 

10 The sudden strong and significant effect of mining employment in column (4) in Table 4 cannot be explained by 
differences in local mining employment across developed and underdeveloped communities. One can learn from 
Table A7 in the Appendix, that (former) recipients of the IDT fund have in fact a lower level of local employment in 
the mining sector compared to the developed communities.
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communities. 

Table 5: Checking for heterogenous effects of ethnic diversity
(1) (2)

Log HH
consumption

Electricity access
for HHs

Adat governance -0.243
(0.201)

-17.69*

(9.464)

Adat governance x 
ethnic homogeneity

0.164
(0.210)

9.957
(14.10)

Ethnic homogeneity -0.144
(0.142)

6.068
(6.551)

Social controls Yes Yes

Geographical controls Yes Yes

No. of communities 213 213
No. of provinces 13 13

Adj. R2 0.546 0.463
Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the province level to account for 

possible variation in variance within certain provinces. Social controls include average level of education, household 

size (for household consumption) and trust. Geographical controls consists of urban dummy, log of population density, 

local employment in the mining sector and province dummies. Only persistent communities are included in the analysis 

(i.e. the ones that maintained the traditional decision making system over time).

***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

When it concerns a democratic community, so when the first two terms in the table are switched off 

in the regression, more ethnic homogeneity in the community leads to lower household 

consumption on average. When it concerns a oligarchic community, development starts off at a 

lower intercept than democracies, but more ethnic homogeneity leads to (a slightly) higher 

household consumption. It may be the case that ethnic diversity leads to more disputes within a 

democracy and subsequently lower quality decisions on issues of community importance, while 

when the local elite makes the most important decisions for the community, it manages to surpress 

the different opinions and tensions among the diverse ethnic groups. However, like mentioned 
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previously, this effect is not statistically significant.

6 Conclusion

This thesis aims to retrace the long run effects of a traditional governance institution on 

contemporary development in Indonesian communities. In Indonesia, community decisions are 

either taken by means of consensus building among the citizens (in a democratic way) or by the 

local elite or village head (which could be characterized as oligarchic). This traditional local 

governance institution was formally documented and incorporated into the legal system (the so-

called adat law) during the Dutch colonization. After Indonesia became independent in 1949, 

President Suharto formally abolished the adat law, however many aspects of this law are still being 

practiced in the communities today (Pal, 2010).

The main finding of this thesis is that the traditional way of community decision making 

does appear to cast a long shadow on contemporary local development in Indonesia. Oligarchic 

decision-making is negatively and significantly associated with household consumption as well as 

the percentage of households that has access to electricity. The effect is statistically significant at the

10% level. One reason for the low significance level encountered may be the fact that the variable 

household consumption suffers from measurement error, which biases the coefficient towards zero.

Another plausible explanation for the relatively low signifcance level is that the different 

governance systems do not capture sufficiently well the notion of economic governance. It is 

interesting to know which system is used to make decisions of community importance, but even 

more important to know how these systems are related to the protection of property rights and 

enforcement of contracting laws, institutions which are emphasized throughout the institutional 

literature. Just as Dell (2010) found for Peru that landlord districts had a less equal distribution of 

land, but did have better enforcement of property rights overall, which lead to the flourishing of 

these districts compared to the non-landlord districts.
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Furthermore, it could be the case that the dependent variables in our analysis do not capture 

sufficiently well the long run notion of socio-economic development. Stunting in children would be 

a more adequate measure, which is used by Dell (2010) for the case of Peru. In order to further 

investigate of the robustness of the relationship between local governance and development,  future 

research endeavours could also focus on a more overarching indicator for development, that is an 

index which comprises various facets of development, such as the Human Development Indicators, 

if available at local level.

The main drawback of this analysis is that we cannot fully control for reverse causality. 

Despite that democratic and oligarchic communities seem to be randomly distributed across 

Indonesian provinces, concerns remain that the respective institutions have emerged endogenously 

to development levels in the past. Therefore, the main focus of future research in this field should 

lie on a better unified framework with an anthropological background. This is indispensable to ease 

our concerns on a possible emergence of governance systems endogenous to historical development

or at least endogenous to potential for development. Above all, we should be better able to control 

for the presence of natural resources at the community level, as resources imply larger rents, which 

may attract extractive regimes.

The implications for good governance programmes from donor organizations and 

governments around the majority world are that institutions do seem to matter for development, on 

a local level in Indonesia as well. Nevertheless, given that the effect of the traditional adat law 

persists over such a long time despite formal abolishment, one cannot go back in time and change 

historical governance types in order to boost contemporary development. This finding underlines 

just how hard it is to change the institutional environment, primarily its unobservable facets, such as

people's behaviour, mentalities, (equal) access to opportunities. Furthermore, given the political 

economy framework, if institutions and development are both shaped by the local environment, 

how feasible is it to alter the type of governance in order to boost local development? 
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An important task for future research is to investigate the channels through which the local 

governance form affects contemporary development. Policy makers could make use of these results 

to alter people's behaviour and break the chain of persistence rooted in the institutional 

environment. Hereby it is indispensable to attain appropriate foundation from the sociological 

and/or anthropological literature on how the different governance systems in Indonesia are related 

to the economic institutions noted in the literature. As emphasized throughout this thesis, joining 

forces with these academic fields will also provide us more insights into the origins of the 

democratic and oligarchic governance systems, and particularly to pinpoint whether the emergence 

of institutions was endogenous to historical development levels or not.
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Appendix

Table A1: Definition of socio-economic variables used in the analysis
Variables Definition

Education level The average highest level of school attended by individuals in the 
community. Hereby we use the following education categories: 
1 = Elementary education
2 = Junior high school
3 = Senior high school
4 = College and university.

Trust Response to the IFLS question: “In this village one has to be alert or 
someone is likely to take advantage of you.” Hereby the response can
be given on a scale of 1-4, whereby 1 represents the least amount of 
trust (the respondent strongly agrees to the proposed statement) and 4
constitutes a high level of trust (strongly disagree). 

Ethnic homogeneity A Herfindahl–Hirschman index of the three major ethnic groups in 
the village in 1997. 

Urban A dummy variables that takes on value "0" if the community is 
situated in a rural area, and value "1" if the locality can be 
characterized as urban.

Geographical size The size of the community in hectares.

Household size Average number of members per household in the community.

Population size The total number of community residents in the year 1997.

Population density The total number of community residents per hectare in the year 
1997.

Mining employment A dummy variable whereby "1" indicates that there is local 
employment in the mining industry, whereas "0" implies that there is 
no employment in the mining sector for this community at all. The 
variable aims to capture the presence of natural resources. 

Notes: This table reports the definition of the variables that are used to analyze the relationship between local 
governance and development in Indonesian communities. 
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Table A2:  Descriptive statistics for non-persistent communities

Variables EO mean OE mean Mean difference EO std. dev. OE std. dev Std. err. diff.

Household consumption 1205744 1651229 -445485.7 519492.5 1290300  410087.4

Electricity access in % 82.727  82.778  -0.051  16.752  24.59 8.425

IDT recipient 0.182 0.222 -0.04 0.405 0.428 0.16

Education level  1.863 1.823 0.04 0.266 0.46 0.153

Trust  1.818 1.944 -0.126 0.405 0.639 0.216

Ethnic homogeneity 0.906 0.834 0.072 0.182 0.198 0.074

Urban 0.364 0.722 -0.359* 0.505 0.461 0.183

Geographical size 208596 901.011  207695 610557.7  1804.058 142204.9

Average HH size 4.393  4.651 -0.258 0.512 0.6 0.218

Population size 7357.091 10330.72 -2973.631  6380.206 9168.721 3156.04

Population density  33.996  32.635 1.361 53.807 30.931 15.661

Mining employment  0.182  0.222 -0.04 0..405 0.428 0.16

Observations 11 18 29 11 18 29

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics for non-persistent communities. "EO" refers to communities that traditionally had a democratic (egalitarian) regime but nowadays are 
ruled by the local elite. "OE" indicates communities that switched from an oligarchic towards democratic decision making system over time. Figures are rounded off to three 
decimals. Definitions of the local development indicators (household consumption, electricity access, IDT recipient) are discussed in Section 3. Regarding the other variables, their 
definition is given in Table A1 in the Appendix.
***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.



Figure A1: Distribution of residuals of HH consumption

Notes: This figure displays the distribution of the residuals of the OLS regression in column (1) in Table 2. The 
dependent variable is the logarithm of average household expenditure. The distribution looks quite normal, however this
is rejected by the Shapiro-Wilk test.

Figure A2: QQ-plot of residuals of HH consumption

Notes: This figure displays the QQ-plot of the residuals of the OLS regression in column (1) in Table 2. The dependent 
variable is the logarithm of average household expenditure.



Table A3: VIF-values of the OLS regression
Independent variables VIF
Adat governance 1.10

Education 1.97

HH size 1.37

Trust 1.14

Ethnic homogeneity 1.98

Urban 1.74

Log population density 1.37

Mining employment 1.43

Province dummy 13 1.51

Province dummy 16 1.46

Province dummy 18 1.38

Province dummy 31 1.35

Province dummy 32 2.79

Province dummy 33 2.60

Province dummy 34 2.34

Province dummy 35 3.20

Province dummy 51 1.76

Province dummy 52 1.56

Province dummy 63 1.51

Province dummy 73 1.48



Table A4: Step-wise regression of adat governance on log household consumption
Log HH consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Adat governance -0.108*

(0.0503)
-0.115*

(0.0531)
-0.104*

(0.0558)
-0.114*

(0.0608)

HH size 0.192***

(0.0344)
0.144***

(0.0144)
0.144***

(0.0165)

Education 0.535***

(0.0464)
0.519***

(0.0434)

Trust 0.0408
(0.0903)

0.0520
(0.0914)

Ethnic homogeneity -0.0837
(0.127)

-0.0941
(0.0990)

Urban -0.0590
(0.0573)

Log population density 0.0262**

(0.0103)

Mining employment 0.0393
(0.0866)

Province dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
No. of communities 213 213 213 213
No. of provinces 13 13 13 13
Adj. R2 0.167 0.258 0.537 0.548
Notes: This table displays the a step-wise version of the OLS regression in column (1) in Table 2. The dependent 

variable is the logarithm of average household expenditure. The found effect appears to be very robust as the variable 

"adat governance" remains the same sign and significance level and approximately the same size, while other variables 

are added to the model. 
Only persistent communities are included in the analysis (i.e. the ones that maintained the 

traditional decision making system over time). Robust clustered standard errors are in parentheses.

***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
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Figure A3: Distribution of residuals of electricity access

Notes: This figure displays the distribution of the residuals of the OLS regression in column (3) in Table 2. The 
dependent variable is the percentage of households that has access to electricity within the community. Normality of 
distribution is rejected by the Shapiro-Wilk test.

Figure A4: QQ-plot of residuals of electricity access

Notes: This figure displays the QQ-plot of the residuals of the OLS regression in column (3) in Table 2. The dependent 
variable is the percentage of households that has access to electricity within the community.
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Table A5: VIF-values of the OLS regression
Independent variables VIF
Adat governance 1.10

Education 60.46

Education sq 59.23

Trust 1.13

Ethnic homogeneity 2.01

Urban 1.73

Log population density 1.37

Mining employment 1.43

Province dummy 13 1.49

Province dummy 16 1.46

Province dummy 18 1.38

Province dummy 31 1.35

Province dummy 32 2.91

Province dummy 33 2.61

Province dummy 34 2.27

Province dummy 35 3.05

Province dummy 51 1.74

Province dummy 52 1.56

Province dummy 63 1.49

Province dummy 73 1.52
This table displays the VIF-values of the OLS regression in column (3) in Table 2. The dependent variable is the 
percentage of households that has access to electricity within the community. Apart from education and education2, no 
high VIF values are reported. There are no multicollinearity issues.
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Table A6: Step-wise regression of adat governance on electricity access
% of households that has access to electricity

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Adat governance -10.66

(6.033)
-10.57*

(5.390)
-9.334
(5.340)

-9.888*

(5.338)

Urban 19.59***

(2.515)
12.40***

(2.708)
11.27***

(3.389)

Education 83.30***

(21.47)
78.68***

(24.12)

Education sq -18.03***

(5.104)
-17.43**

(5.841)

Trust 2.445
(2.926)

3.232
(3.095)

Ethnic homogeneity 8.475
(7.884)

9.110
(7.216)

Log population density 1.572*

(0.761)

Mining employment 4.002
(3.379)

Province dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
No. of communities 213 213 213 213
No. of provinces 13 13 13 13
Adj. R2 0.246 0.384 0.450 0.464
Notes: This table displays the a step-wise version of the OLS regression in column (3) in Table 2. The dependent 

variable is 
the percentage of households that has access to electricity within the community. The variable "adat 

governance" changes in significance level across the columns, but this is due to small changes in size while other 

variables are added to the model. Overall the found effect appears to be quite robust. Only persistent communities are 

included in the analysis (i.e. the ones that maintained the traditional decision making system over time). Robust 

clustered standard errors are in parentheses.

***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
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Table A7:  Descriptive statistics for developed communities and (former) IDT recipients

Variables Developed mean IDT mean Mean difference Developed std. dev. IDT std. dev Std. err. diff.

Household consumption 1383507  1062323 104474.3*** 697695  497774.4 104474.3

Electricity access in % 85.938  65.538  20.399***  20.406  34.591  3.923

Education level 1.87  1.572 0.298*** 0.473 0.408 0.073

Trust 1.957 1.865 0.091 0.408  0.486 0.068

Ethnic homogeneity 0.793 0.848 -0.054* 0.208 0.194 0.033

Urban  0.565 0.365 0.2**  0.497  0.486  0.079

Geographical size  60701.03  39155.19 21545.84  351015.7  121534.8 49677.93

Average HH size  4.469 4.558  -0.089 0.78  0.897 0.129

Population size  8803.398 9424.808  -621.41 15940.11 32558.06  3379.435

Population density 87.964 19.512  68.452 301.017  42.048 41.94

Mining employment 0.211 0.192 0.019 0.409  0.398 0.065

Observations 161 52 213 161 52 213

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics for developed communities and (former) IDT recipients. IDT (Inpres Desa Tertinggal) is a fund that is given by the central government 
of Indonesia to underdeveloped communities. Only persistent communities are included in the table; 213 communities in total. Figures are rounded off to three decimals. Definitions 
of the local development indicators (household consumption and electricity access) are discussed in Section 3. Regarding the other variables, their definition is given in Table A1 in 
the Appendix.
***, **, and * indicate statistically significant differences at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.
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